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In this article, I want to say that there was a friend of mine but he used to be very working hard
student. Most of the times we used to make fun of him and we also even sometimes make a record
of him because he always took very interest in his studies. We all were four in a group and we used
to like love hanging outside, going to the bars and enjoying our selves.

One day what happen that once we all have to go to the market and we were very much excited, we
were making plans of this outing, we all were managing something like money was collected by one
friend, drinks were managed by someone, responsibility of fuel was of some other friend. We all
were waiting because we all had to gather at one place. Suddenly we got an assignment by our
professor. We just first blurted out that our teacher is not good and he always ruined the party. We
all were waiting for our friend who was very good at studies because we knew that this friend of us
will not come at our party. As he was very good friend of us and this is why we just wanted him to
come at our one common destination place. 

We called him and then he said to us that he will not come because of assignment and we all forced
him that to buy an essay online but he was as good student throughout the year, so he was against
with buy essay online. We all tried our best to force him but he did not listen. We then decided to
postpone our program. One friend of mine was against with him and he started to get angry on him.
I tried to stop him but he just picked up the phone and then he scolded to him by saying that do not
think that if you will not come then this program will cancelled. We will go and we will enjoy. I was
looking this all with my eyes but I was useless and I could not do anything. In the end we all went to
enjoy but the matter was suddenly became so serious that we could not able to enjoy.

At night we all were sitting in a restaurant to have dinner, but we were all thinking that our good
intelligent friend would have minded this act of behavior. We also thought that if he is good at his
studies and if he wanted to do all the things related to studies by him then there is not anything
wrong in this. This is good and positive point and instead of appreciating this point we scolded him.
We could have postponed this program.  We decided to say sorry to him, but the problem is this like
all the fingers are not same in length so similarly half of the friends were against with this idea. I
learnt one thing that we should always control our anger.
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If you want to a buy essay online, so you can get from originalessaywriting.com. You must a buy an
essay if you think that you canâ€™t write it with that quality in which you required.
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